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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD. Elite new buildings. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

In November 2011, the aggregate supply volume in the elite primary market of Moscow amounted to approx
1, 080 apartments in 39 complexes.
The landmark event of the elite primary market in the last month was the opening of sales in RC
“Knightsbridge Private Park”. Besides, the last 5 apartments from the developer in RC “Andreevskiy” entered the
market.
The apartment market in November 2011 enlarged with a new club residence “Tsvetnoy, 26”, which includes
retail premises and 30 elite apartments.
The delivery of one project with apartments in the “loft” style “Kadashevskie palati” to the market is expected
in the short-term, the construction of which is scheduled for 2012.
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. Elite residential space. Prices

Graph 1.1. Price dynamics for elite residential space

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

In November 2011, the average prices in the elite residential market remained practically at the level of last
month. The average price amounted to $18, 500 per sq.m. in the primary market of elite flats (-0.5% versus the
level of the previous month), to $23, 300 in the secondary market (-0.3% versus the level of the previous month),
to $12, 770 per sq.m. in the primary market of elite apartments (+0.6% versus the level of the previous month).
One of the last trends in the elite residential market was the growth of investment demand, which was quite
explainable in the conditions of the real estate market stability and preserving uncertainty in financial markets.
The share of new buildings in the total supply volume of concluded deals in the elite primary market reached 60%
in the autumn period. Currently, the share of investors amounts to 15%, according to our estimates, while at the
beginning of the year it did not exceed 10%.
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

In November 2011, the office real estate market was characterized by the decrease of the number of lease
deals. One of the large transactions was MMC GC rent of 2 thous.sq.m. in Riverside Towers BC. At the same
time several large transactions took place in the sale and purchase segment (see the Spreadsheet below). The
total volume of the sold areas in November 2011 exceeded 110 thous.sq.m. A landmark event was AEON
Corporation sale of two large properties: “Nagatinskiy” BC (70 thous.sq.m.), acquired by “Marins Group” and
“Nemetskaya sloboda” BC (20 thous.sq.m.), bought by “Svyaz-bank”.
Another important event of the market was the opening of Imperia Tower MFC in “Moscow-City” MIBC, which
took place in November 22. The complex measuring more than 200 thous.sq.m. is represented by offices (approx
100 thous.sq.m.) and apartments. The further increase of offices supply within the territory of Moscow-City MIBC
is expected in 2013, when, according to developers’ announcements, the projects “Eurasia” and “Federation”
(“East” tower) will be completed.
In addition to it, in 2013, another project is planned for delivery within the area of “Moscow-City” – “Mirax
Plaza” complex in Kutuzovskiy prosp., which has passed under the control of “Stroygasconsulting” company.
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental rates*. Delivered properties. Announced projects

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

Tenants’ and buyers’ activity will obviously remain rather high till the end of the year: thus, O1 Properties
acquisition of “Lesnaya Plaza” BC, as well as the conclusion of the deal on Mail.ru Group rent of 30 thous.sq.m. in
SkyLight BC is expected in the short-term. The latter will become the largest lease transaction in 2011.
Besides, in November, several important for the office real estate market changes in the legislation took place:
the law about the unilateral termination of investment contracts and land lease agreements was adopted.
Besides, at the initiative of the city authorities, the tightening of the projects implementation conditions in the city
center is in process – approximately 200 investment contracts have been canceled. On the other hand, the plans
on the possible shift of administrative institutions beyond MKAD to the new Moscow territories, which as the result
may influence the alignment of forces in the capital office market, are under active discussion.
Spreadsheet. Large transactions on office areas sale, November 2011
Buyer

Name of the property

Sold areas

Address

Marins Group

BC “Nagatinskiy”

70 000 sq.m

22, Andropova pr-t

Svyaz-bank

BC “Nemetskaya sloboda”

20 000 sq.m

31/7, Novoryazanskaya

Business Aliance

BC “Gamma”

10 399 sq.m

5/15, Gamsonovskiy per.

* - hereinafter rental rates are indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX
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Map 3.1. Delivery of professional retail centers to the market

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

November was characterized by developers’ high activity in regional cities: developers strive to introduce the
properties at the final readiness stage to the market closer to the end of the year and to the period of New Year
sales. Therefore, three professional retail-entertainment centers were opened in November: the opening of
“Gulliver” REC measuring 70, 800 sq.m. (rentable area – 40, 200 sq.m., anchor tenants: “Karusel”, MediaMarkt,
“KinoCity” cinema hall) took place in Orenburg, “M5 Mall” retail center, measuring 81, 500 sq.m. (rentable area –
66, 000 sq.m., anchor tenants: “Karusel”, “Eldorado”) was opened in Ryazan, “Fiesta” REC with the aggregate
area of 46, 000 sq.m. (rentable area – 34, 100 sq.m., anchor tenants: “Molnia”, Saturn) was launched in
Chelyabinsk.
Besides, in November a new project of professional retail center was announced in Moscow. A REC
measuring about 230, 00 sq.m. is planned to be constructed at the place of “Emeral” market at MKAD. It should
be brought to notice that the project may face considerable competitive pressure on the part of “Vegas” REC
located nearby, that is why its success will greatly depend on the concept, tenants and availability of convenient
access ways from MKAD.
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Map 3.2. Moscow. Range of rental rates for retail premises by AD

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

The development of a street retail segment in November was taking place without tangible dynamics of rental
rates and the level of vacant areas. The possible reasons include a wait-and-see position of many players of the
market formed under the influence of expectation of political changes and the ambiguity of the economic
situation in the world markets. Besides, the expiry of short-term lease agreements at the end of the year, which
are still very widespread in the market, may be mentioned as an additional factor restraining activity. As a result,
new important changes in the street retail segment should not be expected earlier than the beginning of 2012.
On the whole, the segment preserves the potential of the rental rates growth with account of restrictions on
the new construction in the central districts of Moscow.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Structure of hotel room stock

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

In November, a traditional for the end of the year recovery of the main players’ business activity was
observed in the hotel real estate market in Moscow and the Moscow Region. Thus, several new projects were
announced at the same time. Two hotels with the aggregate room stock of 600 rooms are planned for
construction in Moscow within the territory of the All-Russian Exhibition Center. These will presumably be the
properties of 4* and 5* level for 400 and 200 rooms respectively. Taking into account announced earlier plans on
the reconstruction of the All-Russian Exhibition Center, as well as with the regard to the absence of a complex of
modern hotels in the neighborhood, these projects will in most likelihood be of high demand in the market.
A large number of new hotel projects were announced in regional cities as well. Thus, the first hotel under the
international operator management will appear in Petrozavodsk by 2013 – Park Inn for 180 rooms. In Irkutsk the
negotiations about the construction of a 5* hotel under Kempinski brand were held. Three new hotels were
announced in the Olympic Sochi: the first in Russia hotel under Extreme Hotels brand is planned for opening by
2013, Klever Asset Management Company intends to open two 5* hotels supposedly under Kempinski brand.
Therefore, a considerable number of new projects are indicative of the continuing recovery of the hotel real
estate market.
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Map 4.2. Delivery of new hotel projects, regional cities

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

In November, the opening of three hotels took place in regional cities, two of which are managed by
international operators. Thus, the Ibis hotel (3*, 170 rooms) was officially opened in the central part of Yaroslavl
after the opening in the “slow launch” mode, which took place in September. The opening of the Courtyard by
Marriott hotel (4*, 208 rooms) took place in Irkutsk. Both hotels are the first properties under the international
hotel operators’ management in these cities.
In Krasnodar the Rimar hotel (5*, 69 rooms) was opened in the “slow launch” mode. The official opening of
the hotel is scheduled for spring 2012. Currently, there are no hotels under international operators’ management,
however, already in 2012 the opening of Hilton Garden Inn is planned. Besides, Marriott International and Hyat
Hotels&Resorts announced their plans on the opening of hotels in Krasnodar.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Countryside projects delivered to the market

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

In November 2011, the trend of developers’ activity seasonal decrease was preserved in the countryside
residential real estate market of the Moscow Region.
Despite the predominance of land plots without compulsory building contracts in the new supply, which has
been observed during the last three years, a gradual recovery of more high-quality segment is still taking place.
Thus, in November 2011, the sales in the elite cottage settlement Sovereign, which is located within 18km from
MKAD along the Novorizhskoe highway, were opened. The settlement designed for 79 households presents
cottages measuring from 237 to 1, 000 sq.m. on the land plots measuring from 22 to 52 sotkas. The
infrastructure of the settlement will include a SPA-center with a thermal swimming pool and an outdoor
swimming pool, children’s and sports grounds, several restaurants, a mini-golf and a helicopter landing site. 28
houses have already been built by the moment of the sales beginning, the completion of the project is
scheduled by 2013.
Nevertheless, the main demand is still concentrated in the segment of land plots without building contracts,
the share of transactions in this segment has exceeded 50% during the whole 2011. Ready houses are still the
most popular houses in the segment of cottages, which affects the supply: the majority of new cottage
settlements in the supply present completed cottages. This trend will be preserved in the prospect.
Департамент Консалтинга, Аналитики и Исследований Департамент Консалтинга, Аналитики и Исследований
: research@blackwood.ru тел: +7(495) 730 2000
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. Organized countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood Company research and data from open sources

As far as the price situation in the countryside residential real estate market is concerned, it remains stable,
the growth of supply price is observed, however it is caused only by the growth of the projects readiness stage
as before, as well as by the change of the supply structure at the expense of “washing out” of the most liquid
properties with the lower price.
In November, the majority of developers traditionally began the Pre-New Year promotion actions and
discounts. 10-20% discounts were announced in the majority of settlements. Different gifts are offered to the
buyers in a number of projects within the framework of New Year promotion actions: thus, for instance, INCOM
corporation developer presents a designer’s fireplace to the buyers upon the purchase of a townhouse; the
promotion action in “Firasovka Life” townhouse settlement (Leningradskoe highway, is included in the chain of
settlements in the English style BritainHOUSES) presents the gift in the form of an excursion trip to London for a
whole family.
As far as the new supply, which entered the market in November, is concerned, the price situation is the
following: in the elite cottage settlement Sovereign the supply price for ready houses measuring 237-1000 sq.m.
varies from $1.3 to 3 mln.
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